Abstract-This paper presents a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) with Pareto optimality and elitist tactics for the control system design of automated guided vehicle (AGV). The MOGA is used to identify AGV driving system model and optimize its servo control system sequentially. In system identification, the model identified by least square method is adopted as an evolution tutor who selects the individuals having balanced performances in all objectives as elitists. In controller optimization, the velocity regulating capability required by AGV path tracking is employed as decision-making preferences which select Pareto optimal solutions as elitists. According to different objectives and elitist tactics, several sub-populations are constructed and they evolve concurrently by using independent reproduction, neighborhood mutation and heuristic crossover. The lossless finite precision method and the multi-objective normalized increment distance are proposed to keep the population diversity with a low computational complexity. Experiment results show that the cascaded MOGA have the capability to make the system model consistent with AGV driving system both in amplitude and phase, and to make its servo control system satisfy the requirements on dynamic performance and steady-state accuracy in AGV path tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automated guided vehicle (AGV) is a wheeled mobile robot with automatic guidance and driving systems. It can move along the designated routes and transport materials in flexible manufacturing systems [1] . To correct position and attitude error promptly in its movement, AGV servo control system should regulate the velocities of driving wheels at a frequency and accuracy required by its path tracking [2] . In the hierarchical control architecture, many sophisticated control laws are used for path tracking at the upper layer, but it is usual to adopt a PID control law for servo control at the bottom layer.
How to construct a sufficiently accurate plant model is the first step for using most non-empirical control system design methods. Classical identification techniques such as least square method still have many limitations. If model construction is considered as an optimization of identification accuracy instead of a mapping from plant to model, genetic algorithm (GA) can be used for it [3, 4] , e.g. a time-delay system model is identified by GA from step responses [3] .
Moreover, GA can also be used to optimize parameters of PID controller [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , e.g. a self-organization GA with cyclic mutation [6] and a real-coded adaptive GA with a variable crossover and mutation probability [8] . In many control systems, it is usual to adopt different controller parameters based on a tradeoff in multiple performance objectives. A multi-objective GA (MOGA) is proposed to find an appropriate setting of PID controller by analyzing Pareto optimal surfaces [9] . A modified GA with elitist model and niching method is developed to guarantee a set of PID parameters with different tradeoffs regarding multiple requirements [10] .
This paper presents a MOGA with Pareto optimality and elitist tactics for system identification and controller optimization of AGV. The remaining parts are organized as follows. Section II introduces the existing GAs used for multi-objective optimization. Section III presents the MOGA with Pareto optimality and elitist tactics in detail. Section IV describes AGV prototype and its test system. Section V applies the MOGA to experiments of system identification and controller optimization. Finally, section VI gives a brief conclusion.
II. MOGA FOR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROLLER TUNING
System identification and controller tuning can both be converted into multi-objective optimization problems if the former is viewed as model parameter optimization by minimizing the error between model response output and plant response output, and the latter is considered as controller parameter optimization by minimizing the error between the actual output and the desired output. In this sense, they can be handled by one optimization method, such as a cascaded GA [11, 12] .
A. Problem Description for Multi-Objective Optimization
The selection of objective function has a significant influence on optimization results. In control engineering, it is usual to use rising time r t , overshoot  , stead-state error s e and other time-domain or frequency-domain criteria as control objectives. The purpose of multiobjective optimization is to find a vector X containing a set of variables i x that can simultaneously minimize a function vector F(X) containing a set of objective functions )
, which is formulated as
Unfortunately, these objectives may conflict with each other, and these functions may not be minimized at the same time. For example, a solution with small rising time may be the one with higher overshoot. Pareto superiority and Pareto optimality are defined to compare different solutions in multi-objective optimization problems. Multi-objective optimization problems usually involve the minimization of several conflicting criteria that can not be achieved simultaneously. Therefore a satisfactory tradeoff must be found and a set of optimal solutions (instead of a single solution) must be provided. In this set, there is no solution superior to others when all objectives are taken into account. These solutions (also called nondominated solutions) comprise Pareto optimal set. The graphical expression of their function values is called Pareto front. Take the minimization of two objective functions
for example. If it assumes the area surrounded by a solid line and a dotted line in Fig.1 is the value range of objective functions, then the solid line is Pareto front of this minimization problem, and point X is Pareto superior to point Y.
B. Improved GA for Multi-Objective Optimization
Conventional GA is only suitable for single-objective optimization problems because its fitness function only contains one criterion. Fitness function need be modified to make it compatible with multi-objective optimization problems. The possible improved approaches of GA can be classified in three groups.
(1) Aggregating approaches in which all objectives are combined into a single function, such as weighted sum approach [6, 8] . It is not necessary to modify GA structure itself, and multi-objective optimization problems can be solved as the same as single-objective ones. However, it is difficult to select weights for different objectives and an improper selection may lead to optimization failures.
(2) Non-aggregating approaches that are not Pareto based, e.g. some techniques based on population policies and special handling of the objectives are used to search a solution set. Vector evaluated GA (VEGA) [13] is a wellknown example of this group.
(3) Pareto based approaches in which the amount of individuals that are superior to the individual A is used as the rank of A [14] . Non-dominated Sorting GA (NSGA) divides the entire population into several groups with different ranks, and the individuals with the same rank have the same reproduction probability [15] . NSGA-II is an improved one that preserves the optimal individuals by using elitist tactics and replaces fitness sharing parameter with crowding distance [16] .
III. MOGA WITH PARETO OPTIMALITY AND ELITIST TACTICS
In this paper, Pareto superiority or optimality is used to construct Pareto sub-population. Elitist selection tactics are used to preserve excellent individuals and guide the entire population evolution direction. The lossless finite precision method and the normalized increment distance are proposed to keep the population diversity with a low computational complexity. Multi-population evolution mechanism is presented to promote the development of multiple sub-populations.
A. Elitist Selection Tactics
Because of probabilistic behavior existing in evolution, the best individuals may be lost in the next generation. Elitist tactics are used widely to guarantee the survival of the best individuals in many GAs [9, 10] . On another hand, current researches on MOGA mainly focus on how to get non-dominated solutions distributed uniformly in Pareto front, but almost neglect the influence of decision-making preferences on solution selection. Apart from preserving the best individuals, elitist selection tactics in this paper is used to inject decision-making preferences into MOGA, which limits the scope of non-dominated solutions to the area interested by decision-makers (shaded area in Fig.1 ).
Elitist selection tactics are implemented by two ways. One way is to designate an individual having balanced performances in all objectives as the evolution tutor, and select these individuals that are Pareto superior to this tutor as elitists. If X is designated as the tutor in Fig.1 , all individuals in the shaded area are potential elitists. They will evolve forward to Pareto front under the guidance of evolution tutor while keeping balanced performances.
The other way is to use decision-making preferences directly. If a Pareto solution is meaningless to a practical problem, eliminate it from Pareto sub-population (PSP). If it satisfies decision-making preferences, select it into elitist sub-population (ESP). In addition, an aggregated function is used to describe the overall performance of Pareto solutions for multi-objective optimization.
Decision-making preferences get into ESP construction via elitist selection tactics, pass to the next generation via ESP reproduction and mutation, and spread in the entire population via heuristic crossover of elitists and other individuals. They can form an elitist guidance mechanism that leads the entire population to Pareto front interested by decision-makers.
B. Diversity Keeping Techniques
Diversity keeping techniques are used in GA to avoid the population premature problem [14, [16] [17] [18] . Niching methods [14] penalize the crowded individuals by a cost function. The crowded distance between individuals is used in non-dominated sorting [16] . The vector norm function is used for multi-objective fitness [17] . These methods avoid the closeness and similarity of solutions but need much computing time. Finite precision method deletes the similar individuals by reducing the computing precision of objective functions intentionally [18] . Its cost is the reduction of computing precision.
In this paper, the lossless finite precision method (LFPM) and the multi-objective normalized increment distance (MNID) are used as diversity keeping techniques at two layers, in order to decrease the distribution density of solutions and keep a high computing efficiency and precision. The former is used to eliminate the individual with a serious congestion and a low fitness and the latter is used to evaluate the elitist fitness that determines the corresponding parameters in genetic operations.
Let all objective functions in optimization problems be { 
A , then set the number of objective function to be compared as s=2. (2) . Otherwise, jump to step (5) .
It is seen that LFPM deletes the individual when the difference between its function result and its former's result in each objective sorting is smaller than fixed steps, and it is more suitable for keeping population diversity in Pareto-based multi-objective optimization.
MNID adopts the conception of crowded distance and vector norm. Elitists are sorted as different sequences according to each objective respectively. Each objective function value is converted to one component of a vector, shown as follow 
It is seen that relative increments of objective functions are used to compute the difference between the former elitist and the latter one on each objective, and it is more suitable for evaluating crowded degree in Pareto-based multi-objective optimization.
C. Multi-population Evolution Mechanism
Multi-population evolution mechanism (MEM) is used here to promote the development of different individuals. The entire current-generation population is divided into multiple sub-populations according to different objectives and elitist tactics. Single-objective sub-populations (SSP) are constructed by selecting the individuals based on each objective. Pareto optimality is used to organize Pareto sub -population (PSP) in which at least one objective function value of each individual is superior to that of others. Evolution tutor or decision-making preferences are used as elitist selection tactics for elitist sub-population (ESP).
In the evolution process, sorting rank of individual is the base on which reproduction probability is calculated. Nonlinear normalized geometric sorting is used here to relieve the population premature. For the individual with rank r, the reproduction probability is
Where q is the probability parameter changing from 0 to 1, 0 q is the reproduction probability of the individual with rank 1, n is the total number of individuals in the sorting sequence, ) (r p is the reproduction probability of the individual with rank r , and the sum of ) (r p of all individuals is 1.
The larger q is, the larger reproduction probability the individual with high rank has, the more influence elitists have on ordinary individuals, and the heavier selection pressure the entire population is under. So the selection pressure can be kept in an appropriate range by changing the probability parameter q . The function values do not determine the reproduction probabilities directly, which can decrease the possibility of population premature.
After reproduction, the neighborhood mutation with variable amplitude is used to produce new elitists. The mutation amplitude is associated with the reproduction number of individual. Let the reproduction number of the elitist with rank 1 be B are the initial value and incremental value of mutation amplitude. When an elitist has more copies, the variable range of mutation amplitude is larger, and this operation can search better individuals around this elitist more carefully. If the elitist only has one copy, the mutation amplitude is 0, having the same effect as the elitist preservation method. Produce randomly a mutation factor e  in the range from 0 to 1 for the (i+1)-th copy of elitist r E , and the new individual after the i-th neighborhood mutation is
The heuristic crossover is carried out between elitists and individuals. For the individual r X with rank r in the sorting sequence, the crossover amplitude is 
It is seen from (7) and (8) that the crossover amplitude is larger if the sorting rank of the individual r X is lower, and it is influenced by the elitist i E to a larger extent in the heuristic crossover. Decision-making preferences can spread to SSP from ESP by this operation.
If some components of new individuals are beyond the parameter boundary after the neighborhood mutation and heuristic crossover, replace them by the boundary values.
D. Algorithm Description
In this paper, Pareto optimality is used to guarantee solutions with different tradeoffs regarding multiple objectives. Elitist selection, neighborhood mutation and heuristic crossover are combined to expand the influence of decision-making preferences and make a directional search in Pareto front. LFPM, MNID and MEM are used to enhance the population fitness and diversity. The steps of the proposed MOGA with Pareto optimality and elitist tactics are detailed in Fig. 2 .
IV. AGV PROTOTYPE AND ITS TEST SYSTEM
This section describes a vision-based AGV prototype and its test system, as shown in Fig.3 . A CCD camera is set in the vehicle center. Two driving wheels are placed on each side of its body symmetrically, and their velocity and direction are controlled by two sets of driving devices (drivers, motors, reducers, etc) respectively. Castors are distributed around the vehicle to support its weight.
AGV movements at the desired linear and angular speed are achieved by changing the rotation velocities of driving-wheel motors. Path errors are perceived by AGV vision navigation, and the speed difference between two driving wheels is calculated by path tracking to eliminate these errors. Desired driving-wheel velocities are got by synthesizing the speed difference and AGV moving speed. Actual velocities are detected by processing the encoder signals and the errors between them and desired values are the inputs of servo controller. PID controller regulates driving-wheel velocities by changing motor voltages. Its performance is associated with its PID parameters, and parameter tuning needs the model of AGV driving system. In order to get the real-time data in the experiments of system identification and controller optimization, remote control software is developed on the host computer. The vehicular controller transmits the real-time data of speed difference, desired velocities and actual velocities to the host computer by using wireless communication devices. Then the host computer saves the experiment data to the database, on which different algorithms can be analyzed and compared effectively based.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
This section uses the MOGA to identify system model and optimize servo controller. The actual velocity of driving wheel is recorded in the step response experiment, and the plant response curve is plotted according to them. Different GAs are used here and their optimization results are compared.
A. System Identification by MOGA
Give a step voltage to AGV motor driver, and record the real-time data of actual velocity in the start-up process. The plant response curve is plotted as the solid curve in Fig. 4 . The second-order model identified by least square method (LSM) has the response curve as the dashed curve in Fig. 4 , which is largely different from the plant response curve. GA is used to optimize model parameters in the following part. Let the perfect second-order model of driving system is In table I, the first model has the highest fitness, and its step response curve is shown as the solid-dotted curve in Fig.4 . It is obvious that the solid-dotted curve approaches to the solid curve more closely than the dashed curve both at amplitude and at phase in the first wave top and bottom, but it has an increasingly larger phase error than the dashed curve from the second wave top.
This phenomenon does not imply that GA is inferior in phase optimization to LSM. Careful analysis reveals the cause. The objective function (10) defines the amplitude error between the model response output and the plant response output. Minimizing the amplitude error of the perfect response curve can also achieve a minimum of the phase error. However, it is almost impossible to minimize two errors of the practical response curve simultaneously because of many distortions. Only using the objective function of amplitude error in GA unavoidably results in the lack of phase precision in this optimization process. So two objective functions including amplitude error and phase error need to be used, and SOGA needs to be replaced with the MOGA as well. The phase error is defined as 
Where i O and
O are the sampling number of the i-th wave top or bottom for the model response output and the plant response output. i w is the weight related to i. The multi-objective aggregated function is
Where 1  and 2  are the weights. Set 1  = 2  =0.5 for a balanced optimization on two objectives.
Since the model identified by LSM has a balanced precision both at amplitude and at phase, the first elitist selection tactics are used by employing the parameter vector LSM X as the evolution tutor, and leading the entire population to evolve towards the direction that is Pareto superior to
LSM

X
. The selection tactics can decrease the negative influence of fixed weights to the aggregated function (12) , which limits all objective items to a finite variable range.
The MOGA proposed uses the same population scale and maximum number of population generation as SOGA.
The probability parameter is q =0.1, the initial value and incremental value of mutation amplitude is In table II, model parameters are optimized directly by minimizing two objective functions of amplitude error and phase error. Five groups of models are similar to each other, which reflect a better convergence of MOGA than that of SOGA. The step response curve of the first model identified by MOGA is shown as the solid-dotted curve in Fig.5 . This curve approaches to the solid curve more closely than the dashed curve both at amplitude and at phase in the first three wave tops and bottoms, which shows that the model identified by MOGA has a balanced high precision both at amplitude and at phase.
Driving system model is identified by MOGA as 
B. Controller Optimization by MOGA
Ziegler-Nichols method is used to tune PID parameters for the second-order model (13) .
The object optimized by GA is the parameter vector ] [
, and their ranges are 
Where ) (t e is the error between the response output and the desired output. ) (t u is the control input. ) (t ey is the overshoot error when the response output overshoots. The weights are set as following to avoid overshoot [6, 8] . 1 w =0.999, 2 w =0.001, 3 w =2, 4 w =200 WSGA uses the same population scale and maximum number of population generation as SOGA. It runs 5 times to optimize the controller for driving system model (13) , and PID parameters are listed in table III. These parameters are very similar, overshoot is almost zero, and rising time is equal to setting time.
Servo controller is designed by using the first group of parameters with the smallest overshoot, the third group with the highest fitness, and the fifth group with the lowest fitness. The step response curves of driving system model (13) are shown as the solid-dotted curve, the solid curve and the dashed curve in Fig.6 . Three response curves superpose with each other, and the driving system has a step response without any oscillation. Weight 4 w related to overshoot error is much larger than other weights in (14) , and the severe punishment to overshoot decreases system response speed unavoidably.
It is seen that weight selection has a great influence on the optimization results of WSGA, and it is difficult to get a compromise between speed and stability of system Figure 5 .
Step response curve of model optimized by MOGA. AGV servo control system is required to achieve a fast rising and settling response output for velocity regulating in path tracking [2] , and decision-making preferences for Pareto optimal solutions are defined as following.
(1) If s t >1.5s, settling time of driving system is too long to satisfy velocity regulating in path tracking. Delete the Pareto optimal solutions. 
MOGA adopts the same parameters as the above subsection except using the maximum generation number when all elitists remain without any change continuously is k G =10. MOGA runs 5 times to optimize the controller for driving system model (13) , and PID parameters are listed in table IV. It shows that MOGA can find multiple Pareto optimal solutions rather than only one according to decision-making preferences, which is different from WSGA essentially. The generation number of MOGA is only half to that of WSGA, and PID parameters have the similar components and performance, which shows that MOGA converges to Pareto front interested by decisionmaker without falling into the local minimum trap. Servo controller is designed by using two groups of parameters in the second test, and the step response curves of driving system model (13) are shown as the solid curve and the dashed curve in Fig.7 . Two curves have a shorter rising time and settling time than those in Fig.6 . Although their overshoots are a little larger than that of WSGA, the value of less than 10% can still ensure a smooth step response output and no more than one oscillation.
Regarding the difference between the second-order model (13) and the actual driving system, the first group of PID parameters is used to design servo controller on ARM LPC2220 and RTOS μC/OS-II. Plot the actual response curve of AGV driving system as the solid-dotted curve in Fig.7 . Although rising time, settling time and overshoot of this actual curve have some increase, this influence is not so significant to decrease the controller performance obviously. In AGV movement control test, our servo controller still has the satisfactory performance of velocity regulating for path tracking.
VI. CONCLUSION Figure 7. Step response curve of controller optimized by MOGA. Figure 6 .
Step response curve of controller optimized by WSGA.
A cascaded MOGA is used to identify AGV driving system model and optimize its servo control system in this paper. Pareto optimality is used in genetic algorithm to guarantee solutions with different tradeoffs for multiobjective optimization. Elitist selection, neighborhood mutation and heuristic crossover are combined to expand the influence of decision-making preferences and make a directional search in Pareto front. LFPM, MNID and MEM are combined to enhance the fitness and diversity of the entire population. Experiment results show that the cascaded MOGA have the capability to make the system model consistent with AGV driving system well, and to make its servo control system satisfy the requirements on dynamic performance and steady-state accuracy in AGV path tracking ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work was supported in part by a grant from NUAA Research Funding (Grant No.NJ2010025) and Research Start-up Funding (Grant No.S1026-053).
